
12s

MODEL NO.: 12s



Bobbin thread cannot 

be picked up

Thread tension dial, thread 
guide or thread pulling 
bar too tight

Needle shank not correctly 
fitted

Re-thread the top thread.Top thread trapped 
around spool



Needle ( #14 )             ×1

Foot pedal                   ×1

Adapter                       ×1

Thread spool              ×2

Bobbin                        ×2

Needle threader          ×1  

Twin-Needle               ×1

Extra thread spool pin ×1

112

Double needle function (double needle can only be used for straight 
stitches, stitch number 1 to 3)

Warning: Please turn off the on/off switch and unplug the adapter before you change 
the double needle and the double top thread spindle.
1.Change the double needle (same steps as P4 Needle replacement)
2. Change the double top thread spindle
A. First, take down the top single thread and take out the single thread spindle.(Fig.22-23)
B. Install the double top thread spindle to the machine.(Fig.24-25)
3. Threading the double top thread according to the threading steps on P4.

Caution: When threading the double top thread through the bobbin winder tension 
disk, please make sure each of the double thread goes through the separate slot, so 
we can avoid the threads getting jammed when the machine is working.

Fig.22

Fig.24

Fig.23

Fig.25



SEWING A BUTTONHOLE MANUALLY

(1)  Put the cloth under the presser foot and lower the presser foot on the 

cloth where you need to sew buttonhole, then choose the stitch pattern #8.

(2)  Turn on the switch and sew 5-6  in low speed, then turn off the stitches

switch (Fig. 17).

(3)  Choose the stitch pattern #7, turn on switch and sew on the cloth in 

suitable length, then turn off switch. Note that try to keep sewed stitch in 

straight line (Fig. 18).

(4)  Choose the stitch pattern #8, then turn on switch and sew 5-6  stitches

in low speed,then turn off switch (Fig. 19).

(5)  Raise the presser foot, rotating the cloth for 180° (Fig. 20).

(6)  Choose the stitch pattern #7, then turn on switch and sew till 

buttonhole is fully sewed (Fig. 21).

NAME OF PARTS





CAUTION: Remove the batteries and/or disconnect the AC/DC
adapter before starting to replace the needle.
1. Turn the hand wheel to raise the needle to its highest position.
2. Hold the old needles and loosen the needle clamp screw. Remove the 
old needle and discard responsibly.
3. Insert the new needle into the clamp with the flat side toward the
back. Be sure to push the needle all the way up before tightening 
the needle clamp screw.
4. Tighten the needle clamp screw.



Please use metal bobbins, otherwise the magnetic holder cannot create tension
on the bobbin thread correctly.
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